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Background: Benign paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV) is a common cause of vertigo

that can be easily diagnosed and treated in primary care.

Purpose: We describe our experience with a large cohort of patients and include recom-

mendations for diagnosis and treatment in the primary care setting.

Patients and methods: Three hundred and fifty-nine patients were diagnosed with BPPV

between June 2011 and March 2017 at the dizziness clinic of Fujian Provincial Hospital,

Fuzhou, China. We mainly used Epley’s maneuver and barbecue roll for the treatment of

PSC-BPPV and HSC-BPPV respectively.

Results: Our results show that posterior semicircular canal (PSC) involvement is the most

common (n=264, 73.5%), followed by horizontal semicircular canal (HSC, n=81, 22.5%) and

multicanal (n=12, 3.3%) involvement. Anterior semicircular canal (ASC) BPPV is the rarest

(n=2). Particle repositioning maneuvers (PRM) are the treatment of choice and have a high

success rate (1 month after treatment), from 75% (9 out of 12) for multicanal to 95.8% (253

out of 264) for PSC, and to 100% for HSC and ASC involvement respectively.

Conclusion: We recommend the use of the Epley’s maneuver and barbecue roll for the

treatment of PSC-BPPV and HSC-BPPV, respectively. Patients should be reviewed regularly

and repeated maneuvers can be performed. Unresolving symptoms require tertiary evaluation.

Keywords: giddiness, benign paroxysmal positional vertigo, Epley’s maneuver, diagnosis,

treatment

Introduction
Vertigo is one of the commonest complaints inmedical practice andmay present to awide

range of clinicians, including general practitioners, otolaryngologists and neurologists.

Benign Paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV) accounted for 35.6% of 5,348 outpatient

visits in a tertiary referral hospital1 and accounts for 1 to 2.4million outpatient visits in the

United States annually.2 Symptoms are characterized by recurrent, brief episodes of

vertigo triggered by changes in head position. This occurs due to abnormal endolymphatic

flow, caused by free-floating otoliths (canalithiasis)3 or less commonly from otoliths

adherent to the cupula (cupulolithiasis)4 in any of the three semicircular canals.

The diagnosis is made with targeted history taking and a positive positional test.

Treatment with particle repositioning maneuvers (PRMs) can be performed immedi-

ately after diagnosis in the office setting to return the otoliths to the utricle.2 Patients

with BPPVare often referred to tertiary dizziness centers. Our tertiary dizziness center

receives large numbers of such referrals, and the purpose of this clinical observational

study is to share our experience of diagnosis and treatment of BPPV in a cohort of 359

patients. We want to empower primary care physicians to diagnose and manage BPPV.
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With accurate diagnosis, most BPPV cases can be managed

by primary care physicians with immediate relief of symp-

toms, reducing the need for medication and lost productivity.

Methods
Three hundred and fifty-nine patients were diagnosed with

BPPV between June 2011 and March 2017 at the dizziness

clinic of Fujian Provincial Hospital, Fuzhou, China. To pro-

tect patient privacy, the study patients were recorded using an

anonymized code without any identifiable information. This

study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Fujian

Provincial Hospital with a waiver of patient consent.

The diagnoses of posterior semicircular canal (PSC)

BPPV, horizontal semicircular canal (HSC) canalithiasis and

HSC cupulolithiasis were made based on the American

Academy of Otolaryngology – Head and Neck Surgery 2017

clinical practice guideline on BPPV.2 A history and detailed

physical examination looking for other causes of dizziness

(migraine, Menière’s disease, vestibular insufficiency, vestib-

ular neuronitis or vestibular schwannoma) was also per-

formed. The supine roll test was used to diagnose and

differentiate between the types of HSC-BPPV. Canalithiasis

yielded geotropic nystagmus, and the affected ear was the side

with the strongest nystagmus (G-HSC). Cupulolithiasis or

canaliths in the ampullary arm of the HSC yielded apogeo-

tropic nystagmus (Ag-HSC). The affected earwas opposite the

side with the strongest nystagmus. None of the patients

received premedication before physical examination.

PSC-BPPV and anterior semicircular canal (ASC)-BPPV

were treated with Epley’s maneuver5 and reverse Epley’s

maneuver,6 respectively. G-HSC BPPV was treated with the

barbecue roll maneuver.7 Ag-HSC BPPV was treated by con-

verting it to G-HSC BPPV and then proceeding with the

barbecue roll maneuver. If there was no conversion after the

supine roll test, another maneuver was performed. The patient

was placed supine with the affected ear downward. The head

was rotated rapidly in the direction of the healthy side by 90°

(to a nose-up position) and then another 90° to bring the

normal ear downward and affected ear upward. The head

was then rotated slowly back to the starting position.8 In

multicanal involvement, the side causing more severe nystag-

mus was treated first.

Patients were reviewed a week after PRM. If the posi-

tional test was negative, they returned a month from the

first consultation for follow-up. If the positional test was

positive, PRM was repeated and the patients were reeval-

uated a week later. If the positional test was still positive,

the PRM was repeated. The same procedure was continued

till the PRM was performed for a maximum of four times.

All patients were reassessed a month from the first con-

sultation (Figure 1).

Results
Of 359 patients, 133 (37%) were men and 226 (63%) were

women. Patients were between 18 and 90 years old. The

mean age was 52±16 years (Table 1). None of the patients

had findings suggestive of other causes of dizziness,

including migraine, Menière’s disease, vestibular insuffi-

ciency, vestibular neuronitis or vestibular schwannoma.

Nine patients had a history of head trauma.

Majority of patients had PSC-BPPV (n=264, 73.5%)

followed by HSC-BPPV (n=81, 22.5%). Among the 81

patients with HSC-BPPV, 53 had G-HSC and 28 had Ag-

HSC. Six patients (2.3%) with PSC-BPPV and 3 patients

(3.7%) with HSC-BPPV had prior head trauma. Twelve

patients (3.3%) had multicanal involvement and 2 patients

had ASC-BPPV (Figure 2). Right-sided BPPV was more

common, comprising 171 (65%) of PSC-BPPV patients

and 52 (64%) of HSC-BPPV patients.

In the PSC-BPPV group, the success rate of the first

PRM was 78.4%.The remaining 57 patients (21.6%) had

a positive positional test on the seventh day. Of these, 48

patients had a positive Dix-Hallpike maneuver, seven

patients had a positive supine roll test and two patients

were positive for both maneuvers (Table 1). In other

words, the residual PSC-BPPV rate was 18.6%, conversion

to HSC-BPPV was 1.9% and 0.8% had both residual and

canal conversion.

In the HSC-BPPV group, the success rate of the first

PRM was 88.9%. Of the nine remaining patients with

symptoms (11.1%), five patients (6.2%) had a positive

roll maneuver (Ag-HSC: three patients, G-HSC: two

patients) and four patients had a positive Dix-Hallpike

maneuver (Ag-HSC: three patients, G-HSC: one patient).

After classification into Ag-HSC BPPVand G-HSC BPPV,

the success rate of Ag-HSC was 78.6%. Of the failures,

half had residual BPPV and half experienced canal con-

version to PSC-BPPV. The success rate was 94.3% in the

g-HSC group. Of the failures, two-thirds had residual

BPPV and one-third had canal conversion to PSC-BPPV.

In the ASC-BPPV group, the success rate was 50%

after the first PRM.

In the multicanal BPPV group, the success rate was

25% after the first PRM. Six patients had a positive Dix-

Hallpike maneuver, one patient had a positive roll maneu-

ver and two patients were positive for both maneuvers.
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After 30 days, the PRM success rate was 95.8% for

PSC-BPPV, 100% for HSC-BPPV, 100% for ASC-BPPV

and 75% for multicanal BPPV.

Discussion
BPPV is more prevalent in women and older patients.9

Our study confirms these findings. Our study also con-

firms that right-sided BPPV is more common. This is

proposed to be due to increased preference of sleeping

in the right lateral position.10

Most BPPV cases are diagnosed with a focused history

and accurate physical examination. During positional test-

ing, the Dix-Hallpike maneuver is performed first. The

maneuver is positive when there is a period of latency

followed by upbeating, torsional, geotropic nystagmus

that crescendos and lasts for less than a minute.11

Day 1. diganosis of BPPV
confirmed. PRM performed.

7 days later

7 days later

7 days later

Positional maneuver repeated

Positional maneuver repeated

Positional maneuver repeated

Maneuver negative

Maneuver negative

Evaluation
days 30

Maneuver negative

Meneuver positive.
PRM performed.

Meneuver positive.
PRM performed.

Meneuver positive.
PRM performed.

Figure 1 Summary of patient treatment protocol.

Abbreviations: BPPV, benign paroxysmal positional vertigo; PRMs, particle repositioning maneuvers.

Table 1 The success rates and recurrence according to the types of BPPV (n=359)

Involved SC Number of
patients

Success rate at 1
week

Success
rate at
2 weeks

Success rate at 3
weeks

Success rate at 1
month

PSC 264 207 (78.4%) 246 (93.2%) 250 (94.7%) 253 (95.8%)

G-HSC 53 50 (94.3%) 51 (96.2%) 53 (100%) 53 (100%)

Ag-HSC 28 22 (78.6%) 28 (100%) 28 (100%) 28 (100%)

ASC 2 1 (50%) 1 (50%) 2 (100%) 2 (100%)

Multicanal 12 3 (25%) 8 (66.7%) 9 (75%) 9 (75%)

Abbreviations: PSC, posterior semicircular canal; G-HSC, horizontal semicircular canalithiasis; Ag-HSC, horizontal semicircular cupulolithiasis; ASC, anterior semicircular canal;

BPPV, benign paroxysmal positional vertigo.
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A positive maneuver gives a straightforward diagnosis of

PSC-BPPV. When the Dix-Hallpike maneuver is negative,

the supine roll test is administered. Two key points to note

in this test are 1) nystagmus direction (should remain in

the same direction, either geotropic or apogeotropic) and

2) the side with worse symptoms. The direction of nys-

tagmus differentiates between HSC canalithiasis and cupu-

lolithiasis and canalithiasis of the ampullary side. The side

with worse symptoms identifies the affected side. If the

affected side is unclear, secondary clinical tests such as the

“Bow and Lean” test12 can be used.

Upon diagnosis, the patient is treated in the same

setting using the PRM. The Epley maneuver5 is effective

in treating PSC-BPPV, the most common BPPV variant.

A Cochrane review including 11 trials with 745 patients

showed it to be more effective than sham maneuvers and

controls,13 and we have shown the success rate to be

78.4% after the first PRM. With repeated Epley maneu-

vers, the success rate increases to 95.8%.

We used the barbecue roll maneuver to treat HSC-

BPPV in this study. Variations of this maneuver are the

most widely studied. Fife TD et al estimate the success

rate to be <75%, though rates between 50% and 100%

have been quoted.14 In a 2015 review article, this maneu-

ver had 38.4–69.1% success for G-HSC BPPV and 75%

for Ag-HSC BPPV.15 Casani AP et al described their

success rates for G-HSC to be 61% after one PRM

(barbecue maneuver and forced prolonged positioning),

70% after two PRM and 79.6% after three PRMs. Their

30-day success rate was 81% and the Gufoni maneuver

was found to be superior.16 Our study success rate after

one PRM is 94.3% for G-HSC BPPV and 78.6% for Ag-

HSC BPPV. The 30-day success rate for both is 100%. Our

study supports findings that G-HSC BPPV has a higher

initial response rate than Ag-HSC; eventual outcomes are

similar after repeated PRMs. Our data also show a higher

success rate with the barbecue roll maneuver than the

previous studies and support the use of this maneuver in

patients with both variants of HSC-BPPV.

The success rate of HSC-BPPV after PRM is lower than

PSC-BPPV because of the large proportion (34.6%) of

patients with Ag-HSC BPPV. Clinicians need to differentiate

between G-HSC and Ag-HSC as well as identify the affected

side to treat it accurately. When Ag-HSC BPPV is diagnosed,

we recommend converting it to the g-HSC form to increase the

success rate.17 If Ag-HSC BPPV remains, the clinician may

proceed with the barbecue maneuver anyway as the success

rate is still high, ranging from 71.418 to 100%. Symmetrical

responses during the supine roll test can occur in up to 9.7% of

Ag-HSC-BPPV patients but should not affect their prognosis.

If the patient does not seem to respond to the barbecue man-

euver for one side, the maneuver can be performed for the

opposite side during the next follow-up. Alternatively, the

affected side can be identified using secondary clinical signs.12

1. Aside from the barbecue roll, other maneuvers have

been used to treat HSC-BPPV, including the Gufoni

maneuver,19 forced prolonged positioning,

Vannucchi-Asprella,20 affected-ear-up 120°

maneuver21 etc. These maneuvers have been

described and used by departments with high

volumes of vertiginous patients. Differences in

study design and variations of the PRMs have

resulted in varied outcomes (Tables 2 and 3). In

the primary care setting, we recommend mastery of

one maneuver, before attempting other maneuvers.

BPPV distribution

G-HSC

Ag-HSC

ASC

Multicanal

8%

1%

PSC
73%

3%

15%

Figure 2 Benign paroxsymal positional vertigo (BPPV) distribution.

Abbreviations: PSC, posterior semicircular canal; G-HSC, geotropic horizontal

semicircular canal; Ag-HSC, apogeotropic horizontal semicircular canal; ASC, ante-

rior semicircular canal.

Table 2 Summary of studies comparing success rates of treat-

ment maneuvers for Ag-HSC (%)

FPP Gufoni Vannucchi-Asprella

738–9026 57.918–76.726,27 4026–65.418

Abbreviations: FPP, forced prolonged positioning; Ag-HSC, horizontal semicircu-

lar cupulolithiasis.
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Uncommon BPPV variants
Other kinds of PSC-BPPV have been described. When

canaliths are localized to the nonampullary arm of the

posterior canal, near the common crus, an apogeotropic

variant of posterior BPPV is observed.22 During the Dix-

Hallpike maneuver, paroxysmal positional nystagmus

occurs in the direction opposite to that evoked in posterior

canal BPPV: downbeating, torsional nystagmus, clockwise

for the right and counterclockwise for the left.23,24 It can

be treated with the demi Semont maneuver or 45° forced

prolonged positioning.24 Cupulolithiasis of the PSC, with

persistent torsional/vertical (upbeating) positional nystag-

mus in the head-hanging position, has also been

described25 .

A subset of HSC-BPPV patients have been described

to have direction-changing positional nystagmus

(DCPN).26 The pathophysiology is unclear,27 and the

“light cupula” hypothesis has been used to explain the

findings, which include a) nystagmus stops when patient’s

head is turned to the affected ear at 20 degrees, b) hor-

izontal nystagmus toward the affected side in bowing

position, c) horizontal nystagmus toward the unaffected

side in leaning position and c) persistent geotropic

DCPN without latency when the patient’s head is turned

right or left in the supine position. PRMs have not found to

be effective and symptoms resolve spontaneously within

two weeks.

None of these uncommon variants of BPPV were pre-

sent in our study. Videonystagmography was not part of

our physical examination, and perhaps this group of

patients were misdiagnosed. In primary practice, it will

be extremely difficult to diagnose this subset of patients.

Thus, we recommend these patients to be referred on to

a tertiary center for further evaluation to exclude more

sinister causes such as neurological pathology.

ASC-BPPV is an uncommon diagnosis. Our study

showed an incidence of 0.6% while Heidenreich KD

et al found it to be between 1% and 3%28 and Casani AP

et al quoted an incidence between 2% and 21%.29 It can

occur following a canal switch, where the debris exits the

PSC via the common crus into the ASC. Refractory cases

occur when debris lodge on the ampullated ends of the

ASC, near the cupula. Debris in this position is held in

place by gravity. A high index of suspicion is required, and

specific maneuvers must be used. Yacovino DA et al

described a new therapeutic maneuver for ASC-BPPV

that does not require identification of the affected side,30

thus facilitating immediate treatment and increasing the

success rate.29 In another study, the success rate was

75.9% for the reverse Epley’s maneuver, 78.8% for

Yacovino and 92% for other nonstandard therapeutic

maneuvers.31 Our study had too few numbers of patients

with ASC-BPPV for comparison.

Canal conversion
Our rate of canal conversion from HSC-BPPV to PSC-

BPPV was 4.9% following the barbecue roll maneuver.

The rate of conversion was higher for Ag-HSC BPPV

(10.7%) than G-HSC BPPV (1.9%). Interestingly, in

a study by Riggio F et al, the conversion rate was 13.8%

for G-HSC BPPV treated with Gufoni maneuver.32

Another study by Casani et al also showed the canal

conversion rate to be higher in patients who underwent

the Gufoni maneuver (6.9%) than the barbecue and forced

prolonged positioning method (1.8%).16 It could be that

the head positioning for the Gufoni maneuver predisposes

the canaliths to fall into the posterior canal more than the

barbecue roll maneuver. If canal conversion occurs, it does

not pose a significant problem as long as the treating

physician picks it up and treats the patient with the

Epley’s maneuver.

After successful PRMs, it is common for patients to

experience a period of imbalance without positional ver-

tigo (residual dizziness). While the pathophysiology is

unclear with many proposed theories, the key point is to

reassure patients that residual dizziness usually resolves

after a period of time and that pharmacological therapy

may not be helpful in preventing its onset.33

In summary, doctors should familiarize themselves with

the diagnostic tests for BPPV. The two key points to note

during the positional tests are the presence of nystagmus and

its direction. The diagnosis is made instantaneously and the

patient can be treated at the same office setting, leading to

relief of symptoms. The PRMs we recommend are the

Epley’s maneuver for PSC-BPPV and the barbecue roll for

HSC-BPPV as they have been proven to be effective.

Familiarity with PRMs and repeat practice may improve

Table 3 Summary of studies comparing success rates of treat-

ment maneuvers for G-HSC (%)

FPP Gufoni Vannucchi-
Asprella

Affected-ear-up
120°

6226 9316 7526 9421

Abbreviations: FPP, forced prolonged positioning; G-HSC, geotropic horizontal

semicircular canal.
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the success rate. Patients that have been treated should be

reevaluated in a timely fashion so the maneuver can be

repeated if necessary. Patients who are unable to comply

with the maneuvers (such as neck stiffness), whose symp-

toms persist after repeated maneuvers or whose symptoms

are atypical should be referred to a tertiary center for further

evaluation to exclude other causes.

Disclosure
The authors report no conflicts of interest in this work.
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